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Is Hating Democrats Wrong? 

 

When I was a youngster, my mother used to say it is wrong to hate someone.  You can dislike 

them, but to hate them is a terrible waste of energy.  Hating drains oneself of energy. But in 

today’s environment, politically, socially, economically and security we are faced with severe 

oppression brought on by the democrats obsession with destroying our country.  Yes, there are 

some democrats who like this country as well as there are republicans who hate this country.  So 

how are we to react to the onslaught of hate, yes hate, that is thrust at us citizens every day?  We 

only have two cheeks to turn and I for one have turned all four cheeks at this point. 

My impetus for this article is many, but the Omnibus Bill just passed is a testament by Congress 

to their hate for America.  Yeah, there is that word again.  I could substitute animosity, loathing 

or distaste of the United Sates of America.  The 4,000 plus pages of a bill presented in Congress 

was absurd.  Nobody could read, let alone comprehend, this bill in three days.  There was no 

discussion or debate on its contents.  Every person who voted for this bill was derelict in their 

duty. They in essence violated their oath of office or at the very least the trust the people placed 

in their hands when they agreed to ballots not bullets to govern us. 

Not one single dollar to protect our borders from the ongoing invasion, yet billions to other 

countries to protect their borders. Not a single dollar to improve our education system, yet 

billions to support education beyond our borders.  The bill contains $1.7 trillion dollars that our 

country does not have.  This is why hate comes to mind when I think of the democrats who are 

responsible for this debacle.  Not just those in congress, but the democrats in the supermarket, 

hairdressers, schools who elected these country haters. 

The list of atrocities that has been pushed on our country by democrats is overwhelming.  The 

neighbors sitting at the table next to you in the restaurant, the ones in the church pew alongside 

of you, the ones writing columns in the local newspaper, they are the ones responsible for this 

mess.  They elected representatives who no longer care about America – our America.  

Regardless of what Sanford University says, the most important America.  

Since Biden took office almost two years ago this country has been transformed into a third rate 

country.  Not a third world country, a third rate country.  We no longer feel safe in the streets, 

our southern border is a floodgate of alien invaders, our store shelves are empty, gasoline prices 

at the pump has doubled, diesel fuel is being rationed, school children have lost ground 

academically and socially.  Countries around the world no longer hold the same level of respect 

for the United States which we held for decades.  Our enemies (China, Iran, Russia) consider us 

easy pickin’s for a fight.  We have emasculated our military with left wing wokeness, while 

China emboldens theirs with discipline and training.  Hating democrats seems rational. 

The carnage that Lyin’ Biden’s actions have bestowed on our country is devasting.  The list is so 

long this article could become a short novel.  I will list just a handful of them. 

 Shutting down the pipelines and drilling for oil; devasted our economy. 
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Shutting down our schools and businesses for a year or more; devasted our economy and 

children’s welfare. 

Afghanistan withdrawal abomination that cost 13 Marine lives, along with American and 

Afghans; destroyed the lives of the Afghani people that we spent 20 years of blood and 

money protecting.  Emboldened our enemies by abandoning an airbase and billions in 

military equipment. 

Open borders with Mexico and the blatant disregard for immigration law and U.S. 

citizens safety and property; causing increased crime and homelessness, drug and human 

trafficking. 

Pushing porn in our schools under the guise of diversity awareness; undermining parents 

authority. 

Siccing the FBI police state on parents who pushback at schoolboard meetings labeling 

them terrorist at the behest of the teacher’s union. 

Demoralizing our military with the wokeness crap instead of increasing our readiness to 

fight a war, improve the living standards of the military families and their healthcare. 

The blatant lying to the country on the economy, crime waves, energy policies, Wuhan 

Flu and the Covid Vaccine that has engendered a total mistrust of our government.   

Imprisoning political protestors without due process for trespassing on January 6, 2021; 

once again using the Stasi FBI to persecute political opponents. 

 

To be honest there are RINOs that support the desecration of our Constitution by the democrat 

leaders.  They are even worse than the democrats as they betray their voters.  Democrats elect 

their leaders knowing they hate America and its traditional values of life, liberty and the pursuit 

of happiness.   

What’s to become of the America that the world use to envy – and many still do.  Just look at the 

number of illegal aliens invading our country every day.  Cal Thomas, a syndicated columnist, 

explained what is happening this way.  The border is like pouring milk into a cup of coffee that it 

eventually changes the cup of coffee into a cup of milk.  This is not a smack on the people, but of 

the makeup of our country and the dissolution of American values that many fought and died for.   

Private schools and homeschooling will have to become the norm in America to avoid the 

brainwashing and grooming that is transpiring in our schools today.  Online universities that 

teach subject matter without political overtones will become a more desirable means to educate 

and not just for tuition costs.  Parents need to take charge to protect their children from the 

socialist democrat agenda that permeates the educational and entertainment industries.   
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Following my mother’s tutelage has become a fruitless gambit. I struggle to juxtapose it with 

reality. Until recently I divided Democrats into three buckets. One being the liberal left, another 

the woke left and last, socialist leftists or the “Kennedy” Democrats. They were the ones against 

freeing the slaves. But no matter how its sliced and diced, no matter how many turned cheeks 

and no matter how much lipstick or “smellum” is applied, all three groups have an intense and 

passionate dislike of our country. An animosity, an evil hatred. Is hating evil wrong? 

In the meantime, hating democrats, while it can be a drain on our collective spirit, will escalate.  

I do not see an end to this, unless true democrats and true republicans quit their parties and form 

a new political party the “American First” party.  Until then we will politely nod to each other in 

church. 
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